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9. 
JETI'ISONED AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES 
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SUMMARY 
Calculations have been made to determine the deceleration at any 
time af te r   j e t t i soning  of an airplane  nose-section  design  typical of 
those which have been proposed as escape devices for high-speed air- 
planes. The deceleratione were determined by two methods, one u t i l i z ing  
successive approximations requiring graphical integration and the  other 
giving reasonably close approxfmatione by d i r ec t  computation. Decelera- 
tions were obtained  for  the nose section f o r  Mach nunibem ranging up 
t o  3.0 and al t i tudes ranging up to 120,000 feet, and f o r  assumed nose 
weights of  750 pounds, 1000 pounds, and 1500 pounds. D r a g  coefficients 
of the nose at both Oo angle of attack (with stabil izing fins) and 
goo angle of  at tack  (without,fins) a t  the  various Mach numbers were 
estFmated with the aid of available experimental drag data f o r  spheres 
and circular cylinders and for bodies of revolution generally similar 
in  configuration to the nose sectfon. 
For the 1000-pound nose, estimations based on colqparison of the 
calculated deceleration w i t h  such data as are  available concerning man's 
ab i l i t y  t o  withstand decelerations indicates that, when the nose ie sta- 
bilized  with  fins,  the  deceleration t o  which a p i l o t  would be  subjected 
would be tolerable for pract ical ly  a l l  the conditione investigated. For 
the unstable nose, which turns to an angle of a t tack of approximately 90' 
cumulative deceleration-time effects which the available data indicate 
may be intolerable   af ter   the  nose is  jett isoned at Mach nuibers greater 
than 0.93 a t  30,000 feet, 1.6 at 60,000 feet,  or 3.0 at  85,000 feet. 
\ when jettisoned, it is indicated that the  p i lo t  would be subjected to 
. 
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ImTRODUC TION 
A proposed inethod of providing for emergency p i lo t  escape from a i r -  
planes traveling a t  speeds higher than those a t  which an ejection-seat 
method w i l l  be adequate consists of jettisoning the nose section of the 
airplane containing the p i lo t .  
In  previous work done by the National Advisory Committee for  
Aeronautics (references 1, 2, and 3); the behavior of models of j e t t i -  
sonable nose sections has been experimentally determined a t  subsonic 
and supersonic speeds and the resul ts  have shown that the nose sections 
are inherently unstable and turn practically goo t o  the wind. TRe 
resul ts  have also shown tha t  a p i l o t   i n   t h e  nose may be subjected t o  
large decelerations due to  the large drag of the nose at high angles of 
attack and that such decelerations can be avoided by equipping the nose 
with stabil izing fins to prevent it from turniw away from i ts  t i p - f i r s t  
attitude. Investigations of the problem of separation of the nose sec- 
t i on  from the remainder of the airplane (references 3 and 4) have indi- 
cated the probable need for   forcible  forward ejection of a fin-stabil ized 
nose i n  order t o  assure clearance and to  force  the nose forward of a 
region where high negative lift, due t o  the nearness of the remainder of 
the airplane, may cause large accelerations on the pi lot .  In addition, 
a method for  calculating  the path of a jettisoned nose section with 
respect to the remainder of the airplane while clean separation is being 
effected is presented in reference 5; u8e of the method involves a 
knowledge of the  s ta t ic  aerodynamic characterist ics of  the nose as 
affected by the nearness of the remainder of the  airplane  at   the flight 
condition under consideration. 
In the present investigation, a nose-section design typical of some 
proposed designs is assumed t o  have been jett isoned  clear of the remainder 
of the airplane and calculations are made of the deceleration of the nose 
a t  any time after  jet t isoning a t  Mach numbers ranging up t o  3.0 and a t  
altitudes ranging up t o  EO, 000 feet .  The deceleration of  the nose at 
0' angle of attack ( w i t h  stabilizing firm) and a t  goo angle of attack 
(without stabil izing f ins )   for  one given w e i g h t  are determined by a 
calculation method utilizing successive approxhations requiring rela- 
tively lengthy graphical integration. A more'direct calculation method, 
requiring less tlme but giving relatively more approximate results,  is 
ueed t o  determine the decelerations of the nose a t  goo angle o f  attack 
f o r  several assumed nose weights. In additton, the decelerations calcu- 
la ted by the successive-approximations method are  compared with existing 
data concerning man's ab i l i t y  t o  withstand accelerations or decelerations 
(reference 6 )  and estimates are made of  the quali tative effects on the 
p i lo t  of these decelerations. 
. 
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SYMBOLS 
3 
deceleration, feet per second 
acceleration due t o  gravity (32.17 ft/eec2) 
drag, -Porn& 
weight of nose section 
density of air ,  slugs per cubic foot  
airspeed, feet per second 
initial airspeed, feet per second 
initial Mach number 
frontal   area of nose sec t ion   a t  Oo angle of attack 
(10 sq f t >  
(20 sq f t >  
frontal area of nose sec t ion   a t  Wo angle of a t tack 
ra t io  of  length t o  maximum diameter (excluding canopies 
o r  other protuberances on nose section) 
angle of attack 
time,  seconde 
C constant of integration 
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The more exact,-but re la t ively lengthy, calculation method was 
used to calculate the deceleration at a q  time after jett isoning of a 
jettisoned nose section w l t h  an assumed weight of  1000 pounds and a t  
a t t i tudes of Oo angle of  at tack and goo angle of attack. An a l t i tude  
range from sea  level   to  120,000 f ee t  and initial Mach nundbers ranging 
from 0.85 t o  3.0 were used. The in i t ia l  dece lera t ion  a t  a given con- 
di t ion of Mach number and a l t i tude  was determined by the  relation 
with values for p a t  each altitude obtained 
values for Vo obtqined from a plot  ( f ig .  1) 
t ion  of airspeed w i t h  a l t i tude  for increments 
from reference 7 and 
of the calculated varia- 
of the speed of sound. 
The variation of the speed of sound with a l t i tude  had been obtained. from 
reference 7 and the form of the convenient p lo t  in  figure 1 is based on 
a similar chart for smaller ranges of a l t i tude  and airspeed found in  
reference 8. Approximate curves of CD against Mach  number used for 
the typical nose section (see f ig .  2 for  sketch of nose section) at 
Oo angle of attack and 900 angle of attack are shown in f igure 3 .  These 
drag-coefficient curves were approximated wlth the aid of available 
experimental drag data for spheres and circular cylinders and for bodies 
of  revolution generally similar in  configuration  to  the nose section. 
A detailed explanation of how the drag-coefficient curves were approxi- 
mated I s  contained i n  appendix A. I n  determining the subsequent varia- 
t i on  of the ini t ia l   decelerat ion of the 1000-pound nose with time after 
jettisoning, a method of successive approximations utilizing graphical 
integrations uaa wed. The method neglects the effects of a l t i tude loas 
and of gravity and is  generally similar t o  a method described in   refer-  
ence 5 .  In brief, the method is as followe: After noting the init ial  
velocity of the nose from figure 1, an assumed curve of the variation 
of deceleration w i t h  time was drawn and integrated  graphically  for small 
periods. of  t h e  in   order   to   obtain  the change Fn velocity during each 
period and thereby to  obtain  the  velocity at the end of each period. 
For the various velocities, values of M were obtained f'rom figure 1 
and, f o r  these values  of M, CD for the nose was obtained from fig- 
ure 3 .  By using these values  of V and CD at a given time, the 
deceleration of the nose a t  that  time was calculated by 
a cDPv2sn 
Q mn 
- =  
. 
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and the  value was plotted f o r  comparison wtth the assuhed deceleration- 
tfme curve. The entire process was repeated until the calculated values 
of deceleration at each tine were i n  agreement with the last assumed 
deceleration-time cwve. 
To determine values f o r  the deceleration of the nose at any time 
af ter   je t t isoning by E more direct, but relatively more approximate, 
method, the relat ion 
was used. This re la t ion  was obtained as shown i n  appendix B and not 
only neglects the effects  of  a l t i tude  loss and of  gravity as   in   the  
previously mentioned method of successive approximations, but also is 
based on the assumption of a constmt drag coefficient  for  the no8e. 
Decelerations were calculated f o r  the nose a t  900 angle of a t tack f o r  
assumed nose weights of 750 pounds, 1000 pounds, and 1WO pounds, cor- 
responding, respectively, to values of W n$ngo of 37- 5, 50, and 75- 
The calculations were made for an a l t i tude  range of see level  to 
120,000 fee t  and f o r  i n i t i a l  Mach n+em ranging from 1.0 t o  3.0. A . 
constant drag coefficient of 1.0 w a s  assumed, inaamch a s  figure 3 
indicates such a value t o  be representative of the general order of CD 
f o r  a nose a t  goo angle of a t tack i n  the Mach nuniber range under 
consideration. 
RESULTS AKD DISCUSSION 
Calculated init ial   decelerations of  the 1000-pound nose w i t h  and 
without s tabi l iz ing fins are presented in figures 4 and 5, respectively, 
a8 plo ts  of  deceleration against 'altitude f o r  various initial Mach 
numbers. AB may be seen from the figures, the finned nose when j e t -  
tisoned  for any given  condition of initial Mach number and a l t i tude  has 
less deceleration than does the nose without fins. This lower value o f  
deceleration is t o  be expected because of the lower drag coefficient 
and smaller exposed frontal  area of  the nose when a t  Oo angle of  attack. 
These calculated initial decelerations, in general, 8howed.qualitative 
agreement with the   resul ts  of a few experimental t e s t e  (reference 2) 
of models of  the ,same nose section. 
k s  a resu l t  of  the deceleration of the nose, a p i l o t  seated i n  the 
fin-stabil ized nose would be subjected t o  transverse deceleration, which 
acts fore and a f t  through the body and is  the type he can best   tolerate;  
a pi lot   in   the  unstable  nose pitched down to ='angle of a t tack of goo 
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would  be  subjected  to  longitudinal  deceleration  which  acts along he 
backbone so as  to  cause  blood  to  move  toward  the  head  and is the type 
to  which  he has the  least  tolerance. A number  of  deceleration-time 
variations  for  the  1000-pound  nose  at Oo and goo angle  of  attack  were 
calculated by the  method of successive  approximations,  previously 
explained,  and a few  of  these are illustrated  in  figure 6 .  The  results 
indicate a gradually  decreasing  deceleration  for  the  nose  after  jet- 
tisoning  at any Mach  number  or  altitude.  Although no data  were  avail- 
able  to  specify  the  limits  to  which a man can  tolerate  cumulative  effects 
of  such  gradually  decreasing  deceleratiom,  experimental  data  were  avail- 
able  (reference 6) which  indicated  the  approximate  time  intervals  for 
which a man could  tolerate a constant  or  specific  value of deceleration; 
these  data  are  reproduced  as  figure 7. In order  to  evaluate  the  present 
calculated  decreasing  decelerations  (such as those in fig. 6 )  in terms 
of a pilot's  ability  to  withstand  these  decelerations, a  assumption 
was  made  that  man can tolerate  cumulative  effects of any decreasing 
deceleration  as long as  the  deceleration  values  always  remain  below  the 
curve in figure 7. Although  noncomervative,  this  assumption  neverthe- 
less  appears  fairly  justifiable  for making the  present  estha.tion inas- 
much  as  it has been  indicated that recent  experience  by  the Air Force 
points  to  the  possibility  that man's tolerance  to  deceleration may be 
somewhat  greater than that  indicated in reference 6 .  The effects of 
the  decelerations on the  pilot  are  indicated Fn figure 8 as  plots of  
the  variation  with  altitude  of  the  flight  initial  Mach  number  above 
which  deceleration of the  nose  would  cause  intolerable  deceleration- 
the effects on the  pilot. As can  be  seen  from  the  figure,  the  results 
, indicate  that  the  deceleration-time  effects  to  which a pilot i n  the 
1000-pound  nose  at Oo angle of  attack  would  be  subjected  would  be 
tolerable  for  practically all conditione  investigated;  whereas,  for  the 
nose  at goo angle of attack,  he  would  be  subjected  to  cumulative 
deceleration-time  effects  which  the  available data indicate may be 
Intolerable  after  jettisoning  at  initial  Mach nmibers greater than 0.95 
at 30,000 feet, 1.6 at 60,000 feet,  and 3.0 at 83,000 feet. 
The  results of calculations of  the  deceleration f noses at 
goo angle of  attack  by  the  more  direct,  but  relatively mre approxFmate, 
method,  previously  explained,  with  values of Wn/S30 of 37.5, 50, 
and 75 are  presented on figures 9,  10, and 11 as plots of deceleration 
against  altitude  for  various  initial  Mach ILllPibers  at  various  time 
intervals  after  jettisoning.  Baaed on comparison of these  approxlmate 
results  with  graphically  obtained  deceleration-time  variations  such as 
those of figure 6, it  appears  that, f o r  Fnitial  Mach  numbers  ranging 
from 1.0 to 3.0, the  decelerations  obtained  are  within f10 percent of 
thoae  given  by the more  exact,  but  relatively  lengthy,  successive- 
approximations  method.  Brief analysie of  the  accuracy of decelerations 
that  would  be  obtained f the  direct-calculation  method  were to be 
applied  to  the  determination of  decelerations of  the  nose  at Oo angle 
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of a t t ack   fo r   i n i t i a l  Mach nmibers rauging from 1.0 t o  3..O hdicates 
that percentage errore considerably larger than those  for the nose a t  90° angle of attack would be obtained. These larger percentage errors 
would be due t o  the fac t   tha t  an increment of drag coefficient between 
a representative constant value and a value taken from the drag coeffi- 
cient curves on figure 3 would be a much larger percentage for the  nose 
a t  Oo angle of a t tack than fo r  the nose at 900 angle o f  attack. In 
general, it may be said that,  i f  the direct-calculation method is  used 
for   the nose a t  e i ther  Oo o r  900 angle of attack, the accuracy of the 
resulting  decelerations w i l l  depend on the  magnitude of  the Mach nunher 
range over which the representative drag coefficient i s  assumed to   be 
constant. For greater ~ccuracy, of course, a smaller Mach number range 
should be used w i t h  a given assumed drag coefficient.  Depending on the 
accuracy desired and on the Mach llumber range over which decelerations 
a re   to   be  obtained, it may be desirable to assume a series of conatant 
drag coefficients,  each "to be used fo r  a given incremental Mach' nmiber 
range and to calculate the decelerationa for each of these incremental 
ranges by using  the  velocity  at   the end of the previous incremental 
range as the initial velocity and l e t t i ng  tlme be equal to zero at the 
beginning of the incremental range. Thus, the accuracy of this method 
would approach that of the method of successive approximations. 
Calculations have been made o f  the deceleration a t  any time after 
jettison- of a jet t isonable nose section  design  typical of those 
which have been proposed a s  escape devices on high-speed airplanes. The 
decelerations were determined by two methods, one utilizing succeesive 
approximations requiring graphical integration, and the other giving 
reasonably close approximations by direct  computation. Decelerations 
w e r e  obtained  for  the nose section  for Mach nunibers ranging up t o  3.0 
F d  altitudes ranging up t o  120,000 feet ,  and for  assumed nose weights 
of 750 pounds, 1000 pounds, and 1500 pounds. For the 1000-pound nose, 
estimations based on comparison of the decelerations  calculated by 
successive approximations Kith such data as are available concerning 
plan's a b i l i t y   t o  withstand decelerations indicate that, when the nose 
is stabilized  with fins, the deceleration  to which a p i l o t  would be 
subjected woul'd be  tolerable for  practically all the conditions inves- 
tigated, whereas a p i l o t  i n  the unstable nose would be  subjected  to 
cumulative deceleration-time effects which the  available data indicate 
may be intolerable aFter jettisoning at Mach nunibera greater than 0.95 
at 30,000 feet, 1.6 at 60,000 feet, and 3.0 at 85,000 feet. 
Langley Aeronautical  Laboratory 
National  Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field,. Va. 
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APPENDIX A 
APPROXIMATION OF CURVES OF DRAG COEFFICIENT AGAINST 
MACH NUMBER FOR TEE NOSE AT Oo ANGLE OF 
ATTACK AMD AT 90' ANGIE OF ATIWK 
. 
9 
It was found possible to estimate a value of CD f o r  the nose a t  
Oo &le of a t tack f o r  one Mach' nzfniber (1.72) . The drag-coefficient 
curve (CD against M) was then drawn through this estimated value 
of CD i n  such a manner t h a t  i n  t h e  lower par t  of the Mach mmber 
range (W 1.72) under consideration the variation is geaerally similar 
i n  shape to an experimentally determined drag-coefficient curve for a 
spinning projectile (reference g ) ,  and in  the upper par t  of the Mach 
number range (M > 1.72) the  curve i s  a mean l i n e  between a l i ne   pa ra l l e l  
t o  the drag-coefficient curve f o r  the spinning projectile and a l i n e  
para l le l  t o  an experimentally determined drag-coefficient. curve fo r  a 
finned missile model (reference 10). (See f ig .  12.) The estimated  value 
of CD mentioned previously (for M of 1.72) was determined  by t o t a l h g  
the fore drag coefficient for the noBe as obtained from reference 11 w i t h  
base and f i n  draa coefficients  taken Worn measured values in  reference 12 
f o r  a small model (2.25-in. dim.) of a missile generally similar t o  the 
nose i n  shape and in Z/d. The value of fore drag coefficient used was 
quali tatively checked by c&lculations based on model pressure-distribution 
measurements f r o m  reference 13. Use of the resul ts  f o r  the relat ively 
small scale model for the base drag coefficient and for  the f in drag 
coefficient, as well as the drawing of par t  of the drag-coefficient curve 
for the nose with a shape similar t o  the drag.-coefficient curve for a 
spinning projectile, appears juetifiable ina-ch a8 reference 14 indi- 
cates that the effects of scale or of projecti le spinning rotation on 
drag characterist ics at supersonic speeds f o r  bodies of revolution 
similar to the jett isonable nose are fairly small. 
In  approximating a drag-coefficient curve f o r  the nose s e c t i o n   a t  
900 angle o f  attack, attempts were first made t o  obtain drag-coefficient 
curves for  a sphere and for  a circular cylinder having an Z/d of 2.8 ' 
(same Z/d as for the nose section) , based on an assumption that the 
drag-coefficient curve f o r  the nose would l i e  somewhere between these 
two curves. Experimentally determined drag-coefficient curves for spheres 
were obtained f r o m  results  in  references 15 and 16 and from unpublished 
resul ts  of an NACA investigation and show good agreement ( f ig .  13); no 
drag-coefficient data were available f o r  circular cylinders with finite 
values of Z/d in  the Mach  nuniber range under consideration (0.85 t o  3.0) , 
but data were available f o r  in f in i te ly  long cylinders (reference 17). 
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Although  the  experimental  drag-coefficient da a for  both  spheres  and 
infinitely long circular  cylinders  are  for madele 3.inches or less  in 
diameter,  the  data  are  considered  applicable  in the present  nose- 
Jettison  problem inasmuch as references 16 and 17 indicate  that  scale 
effects  are  relatively  unimportant  as  regards CD values  for  such 
bodies in the  Mach nuniber  range  under  consideration. An attempt was 
made  to  obtain a drag-coefficient  curve  for a circular  cylinder  with 
an t/d of 2.8 by using a suggested  rough-estimation  method from refer- 
ence 17 baaed on the  data  for  infinitely ong cylinders;  however,  the 
results  indicated  values of CD which  appear  unreasonably low. (See 
fig. 13.) One  of  the  factora  which my have  caused  these  estimated 
values of CD to be so low is that  the  drag-coefficfent data used  to 
draw  the  curve  for  the  infinitely long cylinders in reference 17 in the 
Mach nuniber  range of 0.85 to 2.2 may have been  erroneously low inasmuch 
as  they  were  taken from uncorrected  wind-tunnel  data  (fig. 13) from 
references 18 and 19. 
In view of these  considerations,  the  drag-coefficient curve for  the 
nose  at 900 angle  of  attack  was  drawn  above  the  experimental drag- 
coefficient  curves  for  spheres and below  the  experimental  drag-coefficient 
curve for infinitely long circular  cylinders  in  such a manner  that it is 
generally  similar in shape  to  the  drag-coefficient  curve  for  spheres,  but 
has  ita maximum drag-coefficient  value  at n arbitrarily  chosen  Mach  num- 
ber  about  midway  between  the  Mach  numbers  at  which  the  spheres  and  the 
cylinders  reach  their  respective maximum drag coefficients. As can  be 
seen  from figure l3,-the  curve was drawn so that the drag coefficients 
were of the  order of 1.0 in  the  Mach  number  range  under  consideration 
(0.85 to 3 .O) . Also, the  curve was drawn so that an extension  to  lower 
Mach  numbers would result in a c m e  which  would  be  below an experi- 
mentally  determined  subaonic  drag-coefficient  curye f r o m  reference 20 
for a circular  cylinder  with an effective  Z/d  about  three  times  that 
of  the  nose. (As regards  the drag characteristics of this  circular 
cylinder,  it  is  of  interest  to  note  that  measurements at  higher  Mach 
numbers  would  probably  indicate an increase  in drag coefficient  similar 
to  that shown in figure 13 for subsonic drag measurements on infinitely 
long  cylinders  from  reference 21.) AB can  be  seen  from  figure 13, the 
extended  drag-coefficient  curve  would  approach a CD value measured 
experimentally at a low Mach number for the  nose  (reference 22) . 
. 
. 
APPENDIX B 
DETEZMINATIOH OF RELATION FOR C U U L A T I M G  
APPROXIMArn DX-TION OF A NOSE 
As mentioned in   the  text ,  
Therefore, 
ABswning a constant d t i t u d e  and drag coefficient and l e t t i ng  
gives the deceleration 
11 
Rearranging gives 
and integrating gives 
" v = - g K t + c  
To sat is@ the above expression when time is  zero, C must be - 
Therefore 
1 
VO 
v = g K t + -  1 1 
v0 
. 
12 
Rearranging gives 
and, by substitution, 
Rearranging gives 
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which is  the expression fo r  approxbmting the deceleration of a nose at 
any time after jettisoning. 
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Figure 1.- Variation of airspeed with altitude for incrwents of the epeed 
of sound. 
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Figure 2. - Sketch o f  nose section. Curved stabilizing fins (retracted 
against fuselage during normal flight, references 1 and 2) shovn 
attached. 
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Figure 6 . -  Calculated variation8 of the deceleration of 1000-pound nose 
with time.  Successive-approximations  method. 
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Figure 7.- Amount of nonmrying deceleration that can 
man for a given time interval, a6 obtained from 
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be withstood by a 
reference 6. 
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Figure 8.- Est imated  variation w i t h  a l t i t u b  of initial Mach number abow 
which deceleration of 1ooO-pund nose may came intolerable decelemtion- 
time effects  on p i lo t .  
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(a) Time = o second. 
Figure 9.- Calculated decelerations a t  various time intervals after 
Je t t i sonbg of EO-pound unstable nose - = 37.3 b t  900 angle o f  
attack fo r  various altikudes and various initial. Mach numbers. Direct- 
calculation method asawning conatant drag coefficient o f  1.0. 
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(b) Time = 0.3 second. 
Figure 9.- Continued. 
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(c)  Time = 0.6 second. 
Figure 9.- Conthued. 
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(a> Time = 1.0 second. 
Figure 9.- Continued. 
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(e)  ~ime = 1.5 seconds. 
Figure 9. - Concluded. 
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(a) T h e  = o second. 
Figure LO.- Calculated  decelerations at various time  intervals  after 
jettisoning o f  1OOO-pound unstable nom - = 50 at 90' angle of 
attack for various  altitudes and various  initial Mach n d e r s .  Direct- 
calculation method, assuming constant drag coefficient of 1.0. 
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(b) Time = 0.3 second. 
Figure 10. - Canthue,d. 
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(a) Time = 1.0 second. 
Figure 10.~ Continued. 
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(e) Time = 1.5 seconds. 
Figure 10.- Concluded. 
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Figure L1.- Calculated decelerations at various time Fntervale after 
j e t t i s o n h g  of l~OO-pound unstable nose - = 75 at 900 angle of (G 
for various altitudes and wrioue i n i t i a l  Mach numbers. Direct- 
calculation method, assuming constant drag coefficient of 1.0. 
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(b) Time = 0.3 second. 
Figure U.- Continued. 
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( c )  ~ i m e  = 0.6 second. 
Figure 11.- contlnuea. 
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(a) Time = 1 .O second. 
Figure 11.- Continued. 
(e) Time = 1.5 seconds. 
Flgure U.- Concluded. 
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Figure E.- Variation of drag coefficient with tbch number for  p-oJectiles 
and for the nose a t  0' angle of attack. 
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Figuxe 13.- Variation of bag coefficient with Mach rider f o r  spheres, 
circular cylinders, and the nose  section  at 900 angle of attack. 
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